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ABSTRACT

Scandium nitride (ScN) has recently attracted much attention for its potential applications in thermoelectric energy conversion, as a
semiconductor in epitaxial metal/semiconductor superlattices, as a substrate for GaN growth, and alloying it with AlN for 5G technology.
This study was undertaken to better understand its stoichiometry and electronic structure. ScN (100) single crystals 2mm thick were grown
on a single crystal tungsten (100) substrate by a physical vapor transport method over a temperature range of 1900–2000 �C and a pressure
of 20 Torr. The core level spectra of Sc 2p3/2,1/2 and N 1s were obtained by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The XPS core levels were
shifted by 1.1 eV toward higher values as the [Sc]:[N] ratio varied from 1.4 at 1900 �C to �1.0 at 2000 �C due to the higher binding energies
in stoichiometric ScN. Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy measurements confirmed that ScN has an indirect bandgap of �1.2 eV.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0119628

Scandium nitride (ScN) is a group III nitride semiconductor with
promising properties, which can overcome some limitations of con-
ventional III–V compound semiconductors. It exhibits the rock salt
crystal structure and octahedral bonding coordination.1–4 Due to its
fundamental characteristics, which are not common in wurtzite III-
nitride semiconductors or zinc blende III-arsenide semiconductors,
ScN has recently attracted researchers’ interest for its many different
potential applications.5 It has been used as a substrate for producing
high quality dislocation-free GaN,6 as a semiconductor in ZrN/ScN
and TiN/(Al,Sc)N metal/semiconductor thermionic energy conversion
devices,7–9 and as a semiconductor for thermoelectric energy conver-
sion.10–12 Furthermore, an AlScN alloy is promising for 5G applica-
tions owing to its piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties.13–15

ScN is mechanically hard (24GPa hardness) and exhibits a high
melting point of 2600 �C,16,17 which makes ScN suitable for refractory
electronic and plasmonic applications. To study the electrical and
compositional properties, several methods have been employed for
growing ScN crystals such as hydride vapor phase epitaxy,16

molecular-beam epitaxy,18 magnetron sputtering,19 physical vapor
transport (PVT) method in a resistively heated tungsten furnace,20,21

and other deposition methods.
Thin heteroepitaxial films are by far the most frequently studied

form of ScN. An ultrahigh-vacuum reactive magnetron sputtering
method was employed to grow epitaxial ScN on (001) MgO.22 The
spectroscopic characterization and density functional theory calcula-
tions showed that ScN is a semiconductor with an indirect bandgap.
ScN thin films utilizing rf molecular-beam epitaxy were deposited by
Smith et al.18 Structural and elemental analyses revealed that the Sc/N
flux ratio has a significant role in the stoichiometry and microstructure
of ScN films. Nitrogen-rich conditions produced stoichiometric films,
whereas Sc-rich conditions resulted in a sub-stoichiometric surface.

The surface roughness has a significant effect on the adatommobil-
ity, which can affect the oxygen incorporation during growing ScN.23

Moram et al.24 deposited epitaxial ScN thin films with a cube-on-cube
epitaxial relationship on a Si (100) substrate by molecular methods.
The results revealed that the growth rate, surface roughness, and
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crystalline quality are highly dependent on Sc flux rates. The surface
roughness increased as the film thickness (>50nm) increased because
of the formation of square flat-topped islands due to the high growth
rates and increasing grain sizes.

The electronic structure and characteristics of ScN have been
extensively researched. In the electronic bonding of ScN, the scandium
atom donates its two 4s electrons and single 3d electron to the nitrogen
atom. In the rock salt structure of ScN, the five d levels of Sc couple
with the three-valence p levels of nitrogen. The calculations of elec-
tronic densities of states showed that the nitrogen p states dominate
the valence band of ScN, overlapping with a fraction of Sc d states,
thus forming p–d states. The lowest conducting band is primarily anti-
bonding 3d states of scandium. The bandgap arises from the separa-
tion of the bonding and nonbonding states.25

Band structure calculations suggested that ScN is a semiconduc-
tor with an indirect bandgap (C–X) between 0.9 and 1.3 eV.22,26 The
direct gap transition energies at X and C points were predicted to be
2.02 and 3.75 eV, respectively, based on hybrid functional Heyd–
Scuseria–Ernzerhof (HSE06) calculations.27 Experimentally, the X gap
was detected between 1.26 and 3.2 eV,27–30 and the C gap was
4.25 eV.31

In our prior study of ScN produced by physical vapor transport,
Hall-effect measurements indicated that ScN is n-type with an electron
concentration and a mobility of 2.17 � 1021 cm�3 and 73 cm2/V s,
respectively. ScN crystal also has a low electrical resistivity of 3.94
� 10�5 X cm and a thermal conductivity of 51–56W/m K.21

Porte32 studied the electronic structures and the elemental com-
position of scandium nitride layers prepared by the reactive sputtering
method. The x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis showed
that the grown layers were a mixture of stoichiometric ScN and metal-
lic scandium. The electron core levels Sc 2p3/2 were shifted by 1.5 eV
higher binding energies (Eb) in the stoichiometric ScN (Eb¼ 400.2 eV)
than in the scandiummetal (Eb¼ 398.7 eV).

Haseman et al.28 investigated the optical band of ScN grown by
reactive magnetron sputtering and physical vapor transport methods
employing cathodoluminescence and x-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy techniques. Their results revealed that Sc 2p core levels shifted
toward higher binding energies due to the presence of Sc–O bonds.
Consequently, the oxygen incorporation was responsible for the
degenerate doping and the shift in the optical (X–X) bandgap to
2.16 eV.

The present study was undertaken to more definitively determine
the energy bandgap of ScN. Bulk single crystals of ScN (100) were
grown via the physical vapor transport (PVT) method employing high
growth temperature �2000 �C. The lattice and electronic structure of
bulk ScN crystals were measured via by angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES). This measurement had not previously been
reported for ScN.

The physical vapor transport (also known as sublimation) growth
of ScN crystals was conducted in a tungsten heating element furnace.
The details are explained elsewhere.20,33 Tungsten does not apprecia-
bly react with nitrogen, thus tungsten crucibles, heating elements, and
other furnace components are compatible for the sublimation crystal
growth of ScN,34 TiN,35 and ErN.36 In this case, it was also employed
as a seed for the ScN crystals.

The single crystals of ScN were grown on a single crystal tungsten
seed with a (100) orientation. The source of ScN was synthesized by

heating pure Sc metal (99.9% purity) in ultrahigh-purity nitrogen at
1100 �C and 500Torr for 10 h. The sublimation growth was carried
out at temperatures ranging from 1900 to 2000 �C with a nitrogen
pressure of 15–20Torr.

The composition of the surfaces of the ScN samples was mea-
sured by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) employing a PHI
5000 VERSA PROB II. Prior to the measurements, the ScN crystal sur-
faces were clean by sputtering in helium to remove the oxygen and
contaminations. The elemental composition of the ScN crystal was
analyzed via Casa software.

In addition, we performed systematic ARPES experiments at
Beamline 7 of the Advance Light Source to reconstruct the full band
structures of the ScN crystal in the complete 3D Brillouin zone (BZ).
For this purpose, the ScN single crystal, grown at 2000 �C, was glued
on a copper stage by Torr Seal epoxy, and a fresh surface of ScN single
crystal was obtained by cleaving the crystal in situ under vacuum. The
cleaved surface was maintained under UHV condition with
pressure<1� 10�10Torr during the whole experiment. Photon
energy-dependent ARPES measurements were then carried out within
a photon energy range from 80 to 300 eV. The data were recorded
with the total convolved energy and angle resolutions of 20meV and
0.5�, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the core level spectra of Sc 2p3/2,1/2 and N 1s
obtained by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for ScN crystals
grown at different temperatures. For ScN grown at 2000 �C, the Sc
2p3/2 peak was at 400.5 eV, the Sc 2p1/2 peak at 405.2 eV, and the N 1s
peak at 396.4 eV in agreement with the results reported by King
et al.37 The XPS core levels are shifted toward higher binding energies
as the growth temperatures increase. The [Sc]:[N] ratio ranged from
1.4 at 1900 �C growth temperature to approximately 1.0 at 2000 �C.
This is attributed to the greater molecular nitrogen reactivity, higher
adatom diffusion rates, higher surface adatom mobility, and the sup-
pression of the surface roughness, in which higher growth temperature
produces less rough crystal surface.20 However, these ratios are only
estimates and could deviate slightly during the measurement or data
analysis.

FIG. 1. Probing inhomogeneity of the crystal surface. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) for ScN crystals grown at different temperatures.
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The shifting of the core levels of Sc 2p3/2,1/2 toward higher bind-
ing energies suggests that the non-stoichiometry layers grown at lower
growth temperatures consist of two chemical entities, Sc metal and
stoichiometric ScN. This result is in strong agreement with Porte,32

where the binding energies of Sc 2p spectra range from a value close to
the metallic Sc to binding energies of stoichiometric ScN as the growth
temperature is increased. In other words, due to higher adatom mobil-
ity resulted from higher growth temperature, N/Sc is increased, thus
higher binding energies of Sc 2p core levels.

The XPS spectra did not reveal Sc peaks at 403 or 407 eV corre-
sponding to Sc2O3. However, a small oxygen peak, 0.1–0.15 at.%, was
detected. Most of this oxygen is believed to be limited at the surface of
ScN crystals. As soon as sputtering step in XPS cleans the ScN surface,
it immediately absorbs any oxygen present, even in an ultrahigh vac-
uum due to the extremely high affinity of Sc for oxygen. However, it is
also possible that some level of oxygen, especially beyond the XPS
detecting limit, exists in the body.

ARPES shows a series of in-plane (kx–ky) maps through the X
point at different binding energies when the incident photon energy
was set at 182 eV [Fig. 2(a)]. The top of valence bands at the X point
reveals a fourfold symmetry, consistent with the point group of
FCC ScN crystal [Fig. 2(b)]. A repeatable band features through U
points appeared at photon energies of 116 and 268 eV indicating
the neighboring U–U distance in the kz direction is �2.8 1/Å, which
corresponds to a lattice constant of 4.5 Å in real space. We also noticed
an electron pocket shows up at the X point, resulting from the n-type

behavior of the ScN crystal. Between the conduction band minimum
(CBM) and valence band maximum (VBM), there is no signature of
the in-gap states in any kx, or ky directions. Figure 2(c) demonstrates a
band dispersion plot along U–X–U. The CBM located at �0.4 eV
below the Fermi level at the X point while the VBM was at �1.6 eV
Fermi level at the U point. These results confirm that the material pre-
serves an indirect bandgap of �1.2 eV. Interestingly, the conduction
band at the X point in Fig. 2(d) shows an ellipsoidal shape in the kx–ky
plane due to the distinct difference in effective mass between U–X and
X–W directions. By fitting the dispersion of the pockets into a para-
bolic model, the effective mass m� is estimated to be 0.9me along
X–W and 0.2me along U–X.

The core level spectra of Sc 2p3/2,1/2 and N 1s obtained by x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for ScN crystals grown at different
temperatures are shifted toward higher binding energies as the growth
temperatures increase. This is due to the higher molecular nitrogen
reactivity and higher adatom diffusion rates at higher temperatures.
The non-stoichiometric layers grown at lower growth temperatures
resulted in shifting the core levels of Sc 2p3/2,1/2 toward lower binding
energies suggesting that the ScN crystals consist of two chemical enti-
ties, Sc metal and stoichiometric ScN. Angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements revealed that ScN has an indi-
rect bandgap of �1.2 eV, which is within the range of both theoretical
and experimental previous studies.22,26 The Fermi level that is above
the conduction band is indicative of degenerate n-type high electron
concentrations. The conduction band at the X point showed an

FIG. 2. (a) A series of constant energy contours through the X point at a photon energy of 182 eV. (b) Crystal structure of FCC ScN (left) and corresponding reciprocal structure
in the Brillouin zone (right). (c) Band structure and DOS of ScN along U–X–U. (d) Fermi surface of the conduction band pocket projected onto the kx–ky plane (top) and the
parabolic of the pockets in kx (middle) and ky (bottom) directions.
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ellipsoidal shape in the kx–ky plane due to the difference in effective
mass between U–X and X–W directions. The dispersion fitting of the
parabolic model demonstrated that the effective mass is 0.9me along
X–W and 0.2me along U–X.
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